AWADUKT FLEX-CONNECT PIPE COUPLER
SIMPLY FLEXIBLE WHEN CONNECTING SEWER PIPES
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THE PIPE COUPLER FROM REHAU
ONE COUPLER FOR ALL APPLICATIONS
UNIVERSAL. SAFE. ECONOMICAL.

Possible applications include flexurally rigid and flexurally flexible
pipes. Smooth, ribbed or corrugated pipes can be connected to
each other without additional compensating rings.

Universal
One coupler for all applications. More flexibility on
the construction site, as the right solution is already
on site.

AWADUKT FLEX-CONNECT: One solution for all applications.

--Ribbed pipes
--GRP pipes
--Corrugated pipes
--PP pipes
--Concrete and reinforced concrete
pipes
--Vitrified clay pipes
--PVC pipes
--Fibre cement pipes
--SML pipes
--Cast iron pipes
--PE pipes

AWADUKT FLEX-CONNECT
connects pipes with different
--outer diameters
--wall thicknesses
--materials
--surface structures

„Airbag seal“ made of Q-TE-C

Unswollen (left) and swollen Q-TE-C
sample

Safe
--Tested leak-tightness up to 2.5 bar
--DIBt certification (submitted)
--„Airbag seal“ made of Q-TE-C to seal leakages
--Reliable connection quality thanks to deeper
insertion depth
--Extra wide stainless steel bands for additional
safety

Simple and ingenious. Assembled within a few minutes!

Commercially available

AWADUKT FLEX-CONNECT
Pushing on.

Economical
--Saves time: Easy and fast assembly saves a lot of
time on the construction site
--Saves costs: Reduced number of variants ensures
particularly low stock keeping costs

Tightening.

Finished.

Product range
Mat.no.

Type

Clamping range [mm]

Insertion depth [mm]

11024181001

110

110 - 145

85

160

160 - 200

85

200

200 - 260

105

250

250 - 330

105

315

300 - 385

105

400

380 - 500

130

500

485 - 620

130

630

605 - 745

130

11024191001

11024231001*
11024241001*
11024251001*

11024261001**
11024271001**
11024281001**

*available from the 4th quarter 2013

**available from the 1st quarter 2014

The use of top-class materials such as polypropylene, EPDM and stainless steel give the pipe coupler its high degree of robustness
and at the same time its flexibility and reliability.

Stainless steel tightening bands

EPDM sealing sleeve

Flexible support pipe
made of RAU-PP
segments fitted together

„Airbag seal“
made of Q-TE-C
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